MEMORIALCARE TECHNOLOGY AND TRAINING CENTER
POWERED BY SIRIUS

A TECHNOLOGY CENTER FOR HEALTHCARE EXPERIMENTATION, MEETING AND TRAINING

The MemorialCare Technology and Training Center Powered by Sirius (MTC) was built by MemorialCare and Sirius to serve the unique needs of the healthcare industry. Specifically, it was created with the vision to use technology as an accelerant to improve patient care, patient outcomes, and organizational efficiencies.

The MTC is a lab focused on technology platforms. A venue for client experimentation, meeting and training, the Center’s fully populated technology platforms installation has a complete stack of technologies capable of running a 2,000-bed hospital. It holds multiple technologies from Sirius’ industry-leading partners, including Cisco, Citrix, F5, IBM, NetApp, Nutanix, Veritas, VMware and more.

Located near MemorialCare’s Orange Coast Medical Center in Orange County, CA, the 5,000-square-foot, state-of-the-art facility is complete with a standalone, isolated data center and simulation lab. The MTC provides a platform for exploring technology platform functionality and requirements through:

• Proofs of concept (POCs)
• Testing new technology platform modules and upgrades
• Testing new technology platform hardware and software configurations
• Testing new technologies, including hardware and software, and modified configurations
• Innovation around creative clinical workflows and integrated third-party solutions
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